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Abstract 
One special case of the stochastic model for reported tag recaptures given 
in BU-369-M is a Poisson process with two competing risks of death. On the 
assumption or approximation of constant risks within each year and constant risk 
of natural mortality between years the survival rate becomes Sj = exp(-pj - q) 
Only the relative values of the >.. are identi-
J 
fiable from reported tag recaptures, and hence this transformation of parameters 
is one to one and results in no essential change in the statistical problem. The 
hypothesis that x1 = ••• =~-lis testable, however, and this common value of~ 
is identifiable. Maximum likelihood estimation for this case leads to a chi-square 
test of this hypothesis against the alternative hypothesis of vaxiable A .• 
J 
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1. Introduction 
The model for reported tag recaptures used by Robson and Youngs (BU-369-M) 
may be specialized to the case where death is a Poisson process with two competing 
risks •. If pj is the average risk of death ~rom fishing during year j (average 
instantaneous fishing mortality rate) and qj is the average risk o~ death ~rom 
natural causes then the annual survival ra.te Sj may be expressed as -log Sj = 
pj + qj' and the annual rate of reported tag recaptures fj = Ajuj approximately 
satisfies the relation 
(if rates are constant within years then this relation is exact). 
This trans~ormation of parameters does not basically alter the statistical 
estimation problem, since the transformation is one to one, and the non-identi-
fiability of A.j is unaffected. If we assume a stable environmental situation, 
howeve':F~ 'we· ttaght also assume that the risk qj of natural mortality in the adult 
population likewise remains constant, q. = q, and the hypothesis of constant 
J 
reporting rates, H0 : Aj = A., then clearly becomes testable. In the case of an 
intensively exploited population of otherwise long lived individuals, the relation 
A.j ~ fj/(1- Sj) will obtain and hence provide the basis for a crude check of the 
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hypothesis A. j = X. In view of the high correlations among the estimates of f j and 
Sj reported earlier, however, the need for statistical efficiency in this analysis 
is apparent, and we therefore turn to the maxim.lm likelihood procedure. 
2. Maximum likelihood estimators ~ H0 
The log likelihood function L0 = log PH0 with respect to H0 becomes: 
k-1 
L0 = L [ci log X + ci log u1 + (Ti+l- Ri+l)log Si + (N1 - Ri)log(l- pi)] 
i=l 
where 
for i = 11 
The likelihood equations may then be expressed in terms of the partial derivatives 
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for j = 1, ••• , k - 1. 
These likelihood equations ma.y be solved iteratively by conventional tech-
niques. Letting ~ denote the (column ·vector of) partial derivatives of L0 , 
-1 
and letting V denote the information matrix 
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then the estimates for the (v + l)th iteration of the likelihood equations are 
obtained by adding V(v)A(v) to the estimates obtained from the vth iteration. 
Substituting the estimates from the vth iteration into V and ~produces V(v) and 
~(v)' respectively. 
-1 The entries of V may be expressed in terms of the second partial derivatives 
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J.J 
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+ Ni we thus obtain for V 
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for h < j, and 
The matrix V used in the terminal iteration is then the estimated covariance 
matrix of the maximum likelihood estimators. Convenient initial values for starting 
A 
the iteration are fk = fk and 
q = 0 
"' "' 
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"' P = -log sj j 
1 A.=---
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where fi and Si are the estimators given in Section 3 of BU-369-M. 
3· ! chi-square ~ of the hypothesis H0 
The hypothesis H0 : fqj 
against the alternative H1 : 
= q, ~.=A for j = 1, •••, k- 1} may be tested 
J 
{qj = q for j = 1, •••, k- 1} by the likelihood ratio 
test or, equivalently (asymptotically), by a chi-square "reduction in goodness of 
fit test". The hypothesis H1 is isomorphic to the hypothesis of Section 2 in 
BU-369-~ i.e., the parameters of H1 are a one to one transformation of the 
parameters (f1, ···, fk' s1, ···, ~-l) of EU-369-M. Only the relative values of 
~1, ···, ~-l are identifiable with respect to~; hence, assigning an arbitrary 
value to one of the A.j's, say x1 = 1, we have the transformation: 
' 
for j = 1, • • • k - 1, and 
The chi-square test of Section 4 thus tests goodness of fit to hypothesis ~ 
above. An alternative and asymptotically equivalent test of goodness of fit to H1 
could be obtained by the more tedious but also more heuristic method of substituting 
the parameter estimates (r1, "' "' ••• f s , k' 1' •••, Sk-l) into the formulas for~ (Rij) 
1 
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and computing 
X2 = ~ (Rij - ~l (Rij)J2 • 
(k-l)(k-2)/2 L , ·. ·. E__ (R ) 
. i<j lil ij 
" "' "' "' Similarly, substituting the maximum likelihood estimates (X, q, fk, p1, ••• 
obtained by iteration into the formulas ~0(Rij) and computing 
provides a chi-square test· of goodness. of .fit to .H0 • The difference . 
measuring the reduction in goodness of fit between H1 and H0 then provides a test 
of H0 against H1 • 
